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Amorphous materials

very diverse systems... but they share common features
Structurally disordered
Solid-like (elastic) behavior below yield stress
Flow under stress bigger than threshold
A. Nicolas, EEF, K. Martens, J.-L. Barrat, Rev. Mod. Phys. 90, 045006 (2018)

Plastic flow and broadly distributed stress drops
Foams

Granular systems

Bulk metallic glasses

“Yielding transition”

J. Lauridsen et al. PRL 89 098303 (2002)

J. Barés et al Phys Rev E 96, 052902 (2017)

J. Antonaglia et al. PRL 112 155501 (2014)

Yield stress systems

steady flow

failure

Herschel-Bulkley law

“Yielding transition”: a dynamical phase transition between an elastic solid-like state and a plastic
flow state when we overcome a critical yield stress.
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Yielding – Depinning analogy?
Depinning

D. Fisher Phys. Reports (1998)

Yielding

Lin, Lerner, Rosso, Wyart PNAS 111 14382 (2014)

Analogies: singular flowcurve, jerky dynamics, avalanche behavior
Main difference: finite size scaling of the first plastic event is sub-extensive in yielding

MD simulations observation, then interpreted as a
pseudo-gap in the density of shear transformations
Maloney&Lemaitre PRL 93, 016001 (2004)
Karmakar, Lerner, Procaccia PRE 82, 055103R (2010)
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Yielding/depinning avalanches: mean-field approach
Fully-connected network of N yield stress blocks
1) We push blocks towards instability (increase stress)
2) Block m reaches the threshold
- the stress in m drops by a random amount u
- all other blocks receive stress “kicks”

3) We repeat (2) while blocks yield, “avalanche size” is
4) We resume from (1)

All “kicks” are positive (depinning case)
drive

E. Jagla PRE 92 042135 (2015)

“kicks” are positive and negative (yielding case)
drive

Avalanches: mean-field approach

(simulations)

critical point:
Depinning case

Yielding case

Protocol dependent!!

independent on loading protocol
Uniform loading

Random loading

The yielding case (which catches the “non-positive” nature of the Eshelby propagator) yields an exponent
smaller than 3/2. Yet, random triggering restore a constant rate stochastic process for instability and τ=3/2.

Avalanches in finite dimension (d=2): quasiestatic limit
or

Talamali et al. PRE 84, 016115 (2011)

Budrikis&Zapperi PRE 88, 062403 (2013) Lin et al. PNAS 111, 14382 (2014)

local distances to threshold

stationarity →

Avalanches in finite dimension (d=2): quasiestatic limit

Budrikis et al. Nat. Commun. 8, 15928 (2017)

C. Liu et al. PRL 116, 065501 (2016)

“fractal dimension”
Slip-line avalanche geometry

Only τ is a free parameter!
Le Doussal & Wiese, Phys. Rev. E 85, 061102 (2012)

Consensus on:

Coarse-grained Elasto-Plastic Models (EPM)
Simplifications:
●
●
●
●

Scalar
Athermal
Overdamped
...

external strain-rate local plastic yield

●

configuration

●

elastic loading

●

local yielding (plastic event)
and stress redistribution

“mechanical noise” due to plastic
activity elsewhere

+ Dynamical rules for a “local state” ni

Eshelby propagator

Stress-drop statistics when increasing strain rate
Measured as in experiments, from the stress-strain signal

➢

➢

(curves arbitrarily shifted by

Be

Large strain-rates produces avalanche
overlapping, adding up uncorrelated
plastic activity in the same stress drop.
Crossover to larger exponent when we
go away from the yielding point.

)

the size of a “single avalanche”. Many events may “fit” in
cutoff is mostly controlled by
results from this superposition.

Density of shear transformations at increasing strain rate

“Mechanical noise”
At
absorbing
boundary

boundary
“forecasting”

external drive

➢

Variance grow slower than linear with
→ drift dominates when
For

Lin et al., EPL 105 26003 (2014), PNAS 111 14382 (2014), Müller & Wyart,Annu. Rev. Condens. Matter Phys. 6 9 (2015)

EPM with stress-dependent rates
Picard’s model
n=0

n=1

In collaboration with Eduardo Jagla
n=0

Stochastic rules for local yielding:

Lin’s model
n=0

(n=1)

n=0

Uniform rate

Progressive rate

(all previous cases)

(“New”) site is more likely to yield
as it is more overloaded

Equivalent to slide a manifold on parabolic or smooth potentials

Nicolas’ model

Jagla, PRE 96, 023006 (2017), Fernández Aguirre and Jagla, PRE 98, 013002 (2018)

Flowcurves

Uniform rate

Progressive rate

uniform
progressive

arbitrary shift

In Fully Coupled - Mean Field depinning two
different flow exponents β coexist

(σc determined from quasistatic simulations)

A.B. Kolton and E.A. Jagla, PRE 98, 042111 (2018)
D.S. Fisher, Phys. Rev.p 301, 113 (1998)

“Static” exponents, independent on rate rule (τ, df, θ))
Lin’s model

holds
- Independent on rate rule, for all 3 models
- df sensitive to collapse or fit criterion
P(x) yields larger values of θ) and there may be a remanence
at x=0. Still, distributions are independent on rate model

“Dynamic” exponents, dependent on rate rule (z, γ, β)
Lin’s model
Progressive
(open symbols)

Uniform
(closed symbols)

Uniform rate

Analysis: activation time of the 2nd site
Progressive rate

strength of the kick

Picard’s

Accumulated noise and “effective” mean field

Lin’s

Accumulated noise at a
given point

Time = avalanche index

Nicolas’

H: “Hurst” exponent
(random walk has H=0.5)

is found for all models and variants

DFA analysis

For a stochastically driven Prandtl-Tomlinson model:

(α=1 for parabolic potentials, α=2 for smooth potentials)
Jagla, PRE 96, 023006 (2017)
Fernández-Aguirre&Jagla, PRE 98, 013002 (2018)

Instead, from single-site kicks: [Lin&Wyart, PRE 97, 012603 (2018)]

“The only physical value is

”

Summary
●

●

●

●

Consensus is been reached in avalanche size distributions
exponents for yielding in EPMs and (some?) MD simulations in
the quasistatic limit; still unclear in experiments.
Finite strain-rate deformation and inertia modify the avalanche
statistics.
Within EPMs, different local yield rules strongly affect dynamical
exponents (β, z) but a priori not the static critical ones (τ, df, θ), H)
Yielding in finite dimensions can be described as an effective
mean-field, were we plug-in non-trivial (dimension-dependent)
information.

Effects of inertia (something in JL’s talk)

K. Karimi, EEF, J-L Barrat, PRE 95, 013003 (2017)
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